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" The Core Experience courses 
are a mirror through which students 
explore how to investigate ideas, 
how to record knowledge, 
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Elisabeth Rosemiller Tokyo Tower
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ghris Ferrante Humpty Dumpty
accordion-fold book







Design has allowed me an opportunity 
to re-examine how I approach 
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Stephanie Francis Clock Mal?
digital media
Jeremy Tamburello Turkey Critique
pencil and digital media
Jeremy Tamburello The Humpback of /\/otre Dame
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Ryan Hoxworth The Tooth Fairy
digital media
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Stuardo J Lopez The Leser
digital media
<h-:9"
Chris Hrycenko Moses Did What?
multimedia




l enjoy illustration because as an illustrator
I can use any medium of my onoioe and
I enjoy the independence when it
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Jacqueline Abeltin Last Letter
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Jacqueline Abeltin Shield Brooch
nickel silver, nu-gold, brass
Alexis DiSpensa Uni/I/ed
sterling silver. copper. thread
Nicolette Absil \/ertebra/ Co/umn
drappy cord. bronze
Bernadette Baum Wing
copper, brass, tvvine, cd
Bernadette Baum Pond
nickel silver, copper. wooden beads
Rebecca Stirner Guard/an of the Dan

























































copper. nickel silver, brass, nickel silver wire
Maxfield Diehl Synthetic Eff/orescence
nickel silver, sterling silver, brass, plastic
,,...,.,
Teri Coolick Untitled
nickel silver, sterling silver
Nick Gentile Abduction
flame worked glass. sheet brass, found objects
Karla Raffa Um‘/'t/ed
copper, nickel silver
Krissy Lepelis A/arm C/ock Pendant
copper. nu gold. nickel silver
JEWELRY
Jewelry incorporates a fundamental merger
between design process and the ideals that dictate
our perception. It is a process of intimacy that
lets us direct the manner of interaction vvith the vvorld
around us and encourages to be more insightful
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Jacqueline Albetin Season of Go/d
acrylic
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Ray Urena The Scare
O/Y
Chris Hrycenko St/// L/fe W/I/7 S/<u//
acryiic on canvas




Painting is a brain teaser
and I use it as such.
It is important in that it fuels,
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Photography is a vvay tor rhe to
communicate to others the vvay that
I see the world and my ooihiohs oh it
I use it to describe my feelings
in both literal and figurative vvays. H
Don Macavoy
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Megan Iannino U/vt/t/ed and Orch/ds
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I love the process; I like being able to
create something that I really like
and having multiple copies of a piece.
I use Printmaking to create images
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Leighanne Hamill Anerex/c E/ephant
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Joanna Drzaszcz The \/0/d
metal bed frame. styrofoanm fabric
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l use sculpture to alter my environment;
the department tends to be very open to
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WEB
DESIGN WEB DESIGN
Alex Gencarelli Class Website, html
Alex Gencarelli Maya, html
Eddie Eifert Untitled, html
Eddie Eifert Pets, html
Katie Bakalenko Untitled, html
Katie Bakalenko Untitled, html
Qing Zheng Untitled, html
Leighanne Hamill Untitled, html
Mark Angelow Crease, html
Julie Glasshoff Reese's, html
Thuy Vo Portfolio, flash
Katie Bakalenko Untitled, flash
